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INITIAL VALUATIONS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
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Department of National Accounts

1. The base change for the French national accounts, the results of which will be made public
directly in long series in April 1999, addresses two needs: to effect a periodic update, since the
current base year (1980), underpinning a system of constant prices, is now so far in the past; and
to align our accounts with the European standards defined under ESA 95.

2. This latter point required no fundamental changes, but it did entail numerous modifications,
some more delicate than others: the shift to base prices, introduction of transport margins,
extension of geographical coverage to France’s overseas departments (DOMs), widening the
concept of gross fixed capital formation (GFCF), and so on.  Upstream, changes in the
nomenclature of activities represented a substantial difficulty.

3. As with each base change, a great many methods of calculation and “base choices” were altered.
Among them were the options used to adjust for undeclared work, turnover fraud and the VAT
differential.

4. The base change did not require a complete overhaul of sources, which have not changed
substantially.  It did, however, provide an opportunity to incorporate the results of multi-year
surveys, which are often difficult to use in mid-base because of timing considerations and
problems with series continuity.  This is the case, for example, with family budget surveys for
household consumption, and with housing surveys in respect of rents.

5. Even so, the fact that tax sources each year give our usual procedures for final accounts highly
comprehensive data on businesses limited the changes induced by the new estimates.

6. As yet, the basic series for 1990-94 cannot be considered fully established, and herein we shall
indicate orders of magnitude only.  Nevertheless, these indications should enable the reader to
grasp the essential features of the changes to the new base in respect of goods and services.
Moreover, the discussion will focus on this aspect alone, since not enough progress has been
made on the accounts of institutional sectors.

1. A difficulty that cuts across all approaches:  the nomenclature of activities

7. Before working on the new base, it was necessary to define a new nomenclature of activities
(and products) — the NES (nomenclature économique de synthèse) — to replace the NAP
(nomenclature d’activités et de produits).  The NAP, which dates back to 1973, needed to be
revised for a better fit with the changing economy (e.g. the growth of services); above all, it was
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inconsistent with the European nomenclatures (NACE Rev. 1) set forth in ESA 95.  The
nomenclature adopted in the accounts for the new base will therefore be tied in with NACE,
since it is the result of groupings from the NAF (Nomenclature des Activités Françaises, a
French adaptation of NACE), but it takes account of the particularities of the French economy
and of the needs expressed by users of the accounts.

8. The 118 activities-products adopted for the summary accounts (and incorporating 472 items for
which sources and uses balances are established) make it possible to arrive at the various levels
of NACE through aggregation alone.  However, as in the NAF, the groupings are intended to
facilitate economic analysis — of the business cycle type in particular.  To this end, industrial
activities are classified according to their determinants, making clear distinctions between
intermediate goods, consumer goods, capital goods, etc.  The relative importance of activities in
the French economy is also taken into consideration: for instance, fisheries constitute only a
level 118 item, combined at level 41 with agriculture and forestry.  In contrast, a number of
breakdowns that are not made in NACE have been introduced: e.g. construction is split between
building and public works, and market and non-market activities are separated for mixed
activities such as research, health care and so on.

9. In the final analysis, the new nomenclature makes no fundamental changes (see annex), but,
compared to the NAP, it does offer a better description of the French economy.  One example is
the fact that “services provided primarily to businesses”, which, with a little less than 10 per cent
of total value added, represent only one of 90 branches in the NAP input-output tables (IOTs),
will be broken down into nine different industries in the new tables.

10. The impact of this change in nomenclature on the implementation of the new base was not
immediately apparent.  The fact that it was probably underestimated in the exploratory phase is
due primarily to the absence of certain statistical data in the nomenclature.

11. The preparation of the Table of Intermediate Inputs (TII) illustrates the problem very well.
In the absence of statistical sources concerning business procurement, the new nomenclature’s
TII was constructed from a table in NAP 73.  This caused a lot of problems:  with only a
conversion matrix established on the basis of sales rather than intermediate consumption,
successive application in rows and columns initially yielded a table that strayed much too far
from economic reality to serve as a basis for work.  While a table of roughly 100 by 100
represents a considerable number of squares, the industries or products used constitute items that
are sufficiently aggregated that the intermediate consumption figures of two sub-industries (or -
products) are not only not proportional to their sales (or production), as use of the matrix would
suggest, but can be very different as well.  Manual correction of this automatic conversion from
NAP to NAF entailed a great deal of work, the result of which could in any event not make up
for the lack of statistical data in the new nomenclature.  To be complete, it must also be pointed
out that the TII of the 1980 base, which was our starting point, was itself diminished by the
elimination, many years ago, of the “procurement box” from business surveys.

12. Initially, a number of individual improvements were made to the old TII.  For example, the value
added rates of the various services were adjusted in the light of final accounts from the early
1990s.  Once this preliminary adjustment was made, the TII was transformed from base 80 to
base 90, independently of the nomenclature problem, on the basis of standing technical
coefficients, for which the concepts remained the same.  This step proved delicate because of the
shift in the relative prices for production since the previous base, but even more so because
outsourcing, which was not always identified clearly in the sale-production relationship on
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base 80, must now be incorporated into production and intermediate consumption.  Subsequent
changes to the TII, necessitated by conceptual modifications, were on the whole easier to
manage: introduction of transport margins, new treatment of research, and so on (see below).

13. Despite all these efforts, the resultant table of inputs for the first year of the new base was highly
fragile.  Accordingly, the preferred approach was to balance sources and uses to get the TII right
horizontally (by product).  Vertically (by industry), this was done using value added data derived
from the accounts by institutional sectors and sub-sectors of activity, after examining the rates of
value added.  In the final analysis, the resultant TII should correctly perform its primary function,
which is to summarise the goods and services approach by projecting it from one year to the
next.  That said, the fragility of the information that it contains at a highly specific level (the
value in each box) must not be underestimated — which poses certain problems in terms of
publication (one option would be to perform certain regroupings).

14. The change in nomenclature also triggered major difficulties in establishing the “sales” of
businesses by (homogenous) industry, which in French accounts constitute an important basis for
establishing the balance between sources and uses.  The yearly business surveys which, inter alia,
are used to break down corporate turnover by industry, were theoretically carried out for 1992 in
NAP in sufficient detail to be able to re-codify industry sales in NAF.  However, it turned out
that, in practice, this did not solve all of the problems, since many businesses have yet to submit
satisfactory responses: many instances of instability were detected in the new nomenclature
between the years 1992, 1993 and 1994.  Major efforts were carried out firm by firm to
overcome this difficulty.

2. Most of the conceptual changes were incorporated without too much difficulty

15. The new IOT incorporates conceptual changes, some of which alter the table’s very presentation.
The IOT’s new framework can be found annexed hereto.

16. The shift to basic prices proved a source of fragility in the calculation of production.  Insofar as
our statistical system yields sales that lie between actual producer prices and basic prices, it is
necessary first to deduct a portion, to be determined, of the taxes on products, net of subsidies, in
order to obtain production at basic prices.  The totality must then be added back in order to yield
acquisition prices in which the uses of each product are expressed.  These two operations, by
industry or by product, are delicate, and they clearly increase the risk of error.  Moreover, that
risk is further augmented by the fact that the borderline between taxes on products and other
taxes on production has shifted towards the former (as has the borderline involving subsidies).

17. The processing of a portion of transport in the form of margins, as in the case of trade,
required a great deal of thought.  In the end, it was decided to tailor ESA 95 recommendations to
the statistical sources available in France.  It was initially considered, as a general principle, that
the transport of goods on behalf of others would be treated in terms of margins, whereas the
treatment of freight on own account would not be altered.  This distinction is in fact a substitute
for ESA 95’s distinction between transport that does or does not give rise to separate invoicing.
In addition, it was agreed that transport in connection with intermediate consumption in the
trading sector would continue to be processed as intermediate transport consumption, since a
margin-based treatment would require detailed information by product.  Despite these
conventions, the calculation of transport margins entailed a great deal of work.  Evaluations had
to be carried out by product, and balancing the various sources and uses in transport required
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cross-referencing them against modes of transport.  Breaking margins down between uses, in the
balances by product, required a number of additional assumptions.  Lastly, this processing
complicated the formulation of the table of intermediate inputs because of the need to break these
margins down throughout the table, and especially because it was not possible to use the
“transport” lines of the base 80 table (which in some cases combine passenger transport with
freight) as a starting point for formulating those in the base 90 table.

18. In accordance with ESA 95 (and SNA 93, which is more precise), the valuation of imports and
exports has been switched from a CIF-FOB system in base 80 to an FOB-FOB system in
base 95.  More specifically, if the various rows of goods remain CIF, a CIF-FOB adjustment is
introduced (at the product and operation levels) in order to have an FOB valuation for total
goods, with the valuation of the various services then having to be consistent with goods, which
are FOB in the aggregate.  The overall balance of trade is not affected by this conceptual change,
but naturally the balances for goods and for services are.  In addition, total imports and exports
are each reduced by the same amount, which is equal to the transport between borders carried out
on imports by residents.  In base 80, that amount was incorporated into goods imports (CIF) and,
for accounting balance purposes, added back into exports of services (it is considered as being
exported as a service before being re-imported once it is incorporated into imported goods).

19. Splitting the notion of household consumption between household consumption expenditure
and effective consumption, which incorporates final consumption individually attributable to
general government, poses no particular difficulty, apart from extracting the portion of general
government costs from activities such as non-market education.  This change, while making it
easier to grasp the concept of household consumption, nonetheless makes it difficult to make
comparisons with base 80, in which household consumption is somewhat broader than the
concept of expenditure (e.g. it comprises reimbursements for medicine), while being far removed
from effective consumption.  Effective consumption is, however, close to the notion of expanded
consumption, which is defined in base 80 outside the central framework of the accounts.

20. The notion of “branch of activity”  used in the accounts, while not consistent with that of
ESA 95, has not been altered in the new base.  Without statistical information on business
establishments, it is not possible to reason in terms of local economic activity units and branches
of activity as in the ESA.  However, the notion of branch of activity that is used in the French
accounts practically corresponds to that of a homogenous industry, which constitutes the final
stage in the ESA and the notion most relevant for constructing input-output tables.  The very
slight difference between the branches of French accounts and the homogenous branches of
ESA 95 lies in the transfers which make it possible to go from branch production to product
production.  From this standpoint, the new base represents a certain improvement, because the
magnitude of the transfers has been somewhat diminished thanks to the elimination of research
transfers (see below) and a more restrictive concept of transfers of joint products (products whose
production is inseparable from that of other products).

21. Efforts to arrive at the European level at a method to break down indirectly measured
financial intermediation services (FISIM, corresponding in base 80 to the imputed output of
banking services) led to implementation of a transitional period during which the breakdown
would be estimated but not incorporated into central accounts.  Consequently, in the IOTs, these
services will remain undifferentiated in intermediate consumption, at least initially.
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3. Some other improvements over base 80 were possible.

22. Implementation of the new base provided an opportunity to improve the incorporation of value
added into business accounts by sector of activity.  Even in base 80, this value added had
made it possible to make final reconciliation of the accounts with the demand-production
approach of the IOTs.  In recent years, however, the amount of time elapsed since the base year
generated large discrepancies between the two approaches for certain service branches/sectors.
Most commonly, the corresponding decision was to assign most of the differentials to the sector
accounts.  However, today it would appear that the preference accorded to the IOT approach,
which is more inert than sector accounts, caused a certain drift.  This is why the formulation of
new base years furnished a chance to absorb these differentials when the new intermediate input
table was created, based to a very large extent on the evaluations of business accounts.

23. Consistency was introduced between trading margins of the IOT approach and those of the
trade sector accounts.  The fact that the trade sector approach has for some years been providing
a breakdown of the expenditure of trading firms between merchandise procurement (to be
deducted from sales to obtain the margin) and purchases of materials (entering into intermediate
consumption) now makes it possible to make an estimation of trading margins that is
independent of the one obtained by applying to the uses of the various balances by product
margin percentages set in advance on the basis of specific surveys.  Reconciliation of the two
approaches, on an aggregate level, prompted changes in certain margin percentages.  Whereas
direct surveys on margins can be carried out only at lengthy intervals, which is why fixed rates in
base 80 were used, additional information is now available which should make it possible,
during the year, to adjust the margin percentages used in the balances in line with economic
activity.

24. Deployment of data from the satellite account for research enabled two improvements giving a
clearer picture of research activity as a whole.  First, research services sold by businesses not
belonging to the research sector are now given the standard sector-branch treatment and are
therefore incorporated into the market research industry.  In base 80, this activity was not
separated from the other industries, and the breakdown was made only at the product level, by
means of research transfers.  From this standpoint, the new treatment does not alter aggregate
value added, since the market research industry’s additional value added is offset by the
corresponding drops in the other industries.  The same holds true for the second improvement —
the introduction of research production for own account, which was not covered in base 80.  It is
calculated using current expenditure devoted thereto and an assumed profit margin; in the new
base, it is booked to the market research industry.  In contrast, the other branches consume their
own production on an intermediate basis instead of merely the intermediate consumption
expenditure needed to carry it out.

25. Volume accounts will be calculated using essentially the same methods as base 80.  In
particular, these accounts will still be calculated in both price systems depending on the same
main principles: calculation using the previous year’s prices and calculation of (pseudo-)
constant prices by linking, at the level of each balance per product, the various sources and uses
items and balancing them.  For accounts in constant prices, the base year for accounts published
in 1999 will be 1995 (instead of 1980 in the present accounts).  Moreover, this price base should
change every five years in order not to let the price structure get overly outdated, in accordance
with international recommendations.
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26. Along with the continuity of products offered users, there are however major methodological
innovations.  These innovations reflect a somewhat different philosophy which tends to
emphasise the importance of accounts in the previous year’s prices:

− Whereas in base 80 any linking of annual changes is left to the user, in the new base this will
be done and published in the form of indices, not only for the main aggregates, but for all
IOTs at the various levels of nomenclature.

− In establishing accounts at constant prices, the linking will be done at a more highly
aggregated level of nomenclature: level G (118 industries-products), i.e. the equivalent of
level S (or 90) in base 80 rather than level R (or 600).  Whereas base 80 does not adhere well
to the assumption of homogeneity amongst products at the level chosen for linkage, the new
base will deliberately stray from it: the “accounts at constant prices” will above all be
balanced accounts, intermediate between true constant-price accounts and linked series.

27. Because this level of nomenclature corresponds to the most highly detailed level at which IOTs
will be calculated, “accounts at constant prices” can be established automatically in a way that is
simple and centralised, and thus reproducible, whereas base 80 calculations were complex and
undertaken in association with industry leaders.  This simplification should make it possible to
recalculate long series that retain additive properties each time the base year is changed —
theoretically once every five years.  A mere linking of five-year series would lose this feature, for
which these calculations “at constant prices” were instituted in the first place.

28. Treatment of the “VAT differential”,  stemming from making allowance for various types of
fraud, uses the major principles of base 80 but partially modifies the analysis in terms of “fraud
without collusion”.  While this change does not alter the upward adjustment of GDP, its
breakdown in the economy is fundamentally different: a focus on a limited number of activities
(mostly trade, construction, and so on) has been replaced by a virtually systematic apportionment
across the entire economy.

29. More precisely, VAT is treated as follows: as in base 80, the rates resulting from tax data are
adjusted in respect of household consumption and GFCF on private housing to reflect fraud with
collusion (agreement between provider and customer not to invoice VAT), consistent with
adjustments to sales for undeclared work.  Such fraud makes it necessary to reduce rates, so as
not to apply VAT to work that escapes all taxation.  The term “VAT differential” is therefore
used to designate the VAT obtained by applying the new rates to the accounts’ uses less the VAT
taken in by the State, adjusted for timing differences (to obtain VAT corresponding to the
business month of reference in the new base).

30. In base 80, this differential is analysed as corresponding to fraud without collusion: the producer
or vendor invoices VAT but does not remit it and therefore receives this fictitious VAT as
concealed income.  This prompts a change in the breakdown between production, margins and
VAT in the relevant product balances and increases GDP by an equivalent amount (as compared
with counting only VAT received).  It appears today that, while this analysis is relevant, it
reflects only one of the possible forms of VAT fraud (excluding fraud with collusion) and that
these forms can involve all uses and practically all products.  This is why the apportionment of
the VAT differential has been replaced by a more systematic method: the differential is
apportioned (to production and margins) in proportion to the amounts of VAT associated with
each product, except for a small number of products for which it is deemed that there is no (or
very little) fraud, in particular when there is a government monopoly.
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31. Adjustment for undeclared work refers to the work of undeclared enterprises (mainly skilled
manual labour performed, for example, by salaried workers on the side, in addition to their
regular jobs).  Here the sole purpose is to quantify undeclared work that is not included
elsewhere, as in the case of farm labour, for which the figures compiled on the basis of quantities
produced incorporated undeclared work.  In the absence of new information, base 95 began with
estimates from the beginning of base 80.  However, subsequent changes will now track the
activity of businesses in the aggregate and not that of individual enterprises, whose share is
structurally diminishing.  For 1992, this adjustment prompted a 50 per cent reassessment of
undeclared work (to roughly FF 75 billion, from FF 50 billion).

4. Employment, volume of hours worked and productivity

32. It is still too soon to give precise indications as to the level or trends of labour productivity in the
new base for national accounts, since neither the value added series at constant prices nor the
series of volumes of hours worked have as yet been completely finalised.  It can be stated,
however, that all of the methodological improvements tend to yield a downward revision of the
volume of hours worked, keeping the reference economic territory (excluding overseas
departments) constant.

33. With regard to employment by branches of activity or institutional sectors, the conceptual
changes linked to implementation of ESA 95 were minor.  Moreover, the evaluations of
employment in base 80 had already been adjusted on the basis of the March 1990 census and will
not be changed substantially, apart from the inclusion of the overseas departments (representing
over 400 000 people, or about 1.8 per cent of total domestic employment).

34. The main improvements over base 80 involve publishing the workforce in terms of full-time
equivalents and yearly averages in 118 industries.  This measure of the workforce fits in better
with the definition of the “labour factor”, which is comparable to production, than the traditional
“domestic employment”.  This assessment is made possible by quality gains in sources that until
now had not been tapped by national accounting.  As a result, employment and productivity
trends in services can be tracked more accurately in the nation’s accounts.  Similarly, farm
employment is to be systematically revised for consistency within the agriculture account.

35. Domestic employment by job will continue to be evaluated, but to measure it on the basis of the
employed labour force poses more and more problems because of European integration.  Even
so, labour force surveys still provide the only real measure of self-employment at this time.

36. The tie-in between dependent workers and wages by industry will be made at a much earlier
stage than in base 80 with a matching of production chains with employees and wages by
industry: the consistency of the sector-industry conversion matrices on the workforce with those
on production will become systematic.  The matrix to convert dependent workers to the industry
level will therefore improve the shift from wages by sector of activity to wages by industry.

37. In measuring the volume of hours worked, disparities in part-time patterns between large and
small economic units will be taken into account, the scope of conflicts will be extended to
widespread disputes and strikes in the civil service, and part-time compensated unemployment
will be introduced explicitly, along with a conventional estimate of the volume of overtime that
is consistent with the way in which the income approach to GDP measures wages.
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38. All these improvements entail tapping into new sources, as do the new difficulties arising from
the change in nomenclature, the inclusion of overseas departments in the reference economic
territory, and European integration.

39. Regarding the change in nomenclature of activity, it is tying the NES into the NAF, more than
the shift from NAP to NAF, that is causing a problem with, inter alia, the breakdown of non-
market services into a number of non-market industries, whereas the NAF no longer considers
this distinction relevant.  The summary nomenclature used by the national accounts in fact
continues to classify research, education, social action and non-profit, recreational, sporting and
cultural activities as either market or non-market.  Unlike the goods and services approach, for
which the distinction between market and non-market industries can be deduced from the fact
that a given statistical unit belongs to an institutional sector, the source that is usually used to
measure domestic employment does not afford such a distinction.  To break down employment
in the industries mentioned on the basis of its market or non-market origin will henceforth entail
exploiting employment sources that are available by institutional sector.

40. The extension of the scope of the national accounts to the overseas departments poses special
problems for quantifying employment.  In contrast to the sources used to measure economic
activity, most of the sources used to measure the work force do not yet include the DOMs.  It is
therefore necessary to make a separate assessment of employment in these departments using
data published by them, and to reconcile these estimations with the population census that was
conducted in the DOMs a year before the census on the mainland.  Self-employment in the
DOMs is available only every other year for 1990-94 (from the employment surveys in March
1993 and March 1995) and for only four items (agriculture, industry, construction and services).

41. Another difficulty, which is a long-standing one, arises from the need to square the employment
estimates of the national accounts with the employed labour force, adjusted so as to be consistent
with the reference economic territory: the aim is to shift from the resident employed labour force
as it is measured in most household surveys to domestic employment consistent with the
measure of GDP.  It is therefore necessary to adjust the resident employed labour force for the
“net migration” of frontier-zone and seasonal workers.  With implementation of the European
Union, however, sources from which frontier-zone flows can be measured have been tending to
disappear.  For the past several years, there has no longer been any estimate of the number of
Spanish and Portuguese seasonal workers.  Sources covering non-resident frontier-zone workers
employed in France are only partial and in many cases not very reliable.

42. A final difficulty is to go from domestic employment by sector of establishment to employment
by industry and in yearly flows.

43. To overcome the difficulties involved in measuring domestic employment, it is necessary to
improve the consistency of domestic employment with employment underlying production, as
reported directly by productive economic units — businesses, government and households
considered as employers.  This was the reason for carrying out a comparative analysis of
dependent employment reported by UNEDIC (a joint labour/management body), DADS
(employers’ annual reports of social data) or the SIE (business information system), for the
institutional sector of non-financial companies and individual enterprises, for 1993 and 1994.
This comparison is made difficult by the differences that exist from one source to another
regarding the concepts of work force (by post or in full-time equivalent, on a given day or in
terms of yearly averages) and the economic units questioned (establishments or enterprises).
Moreover, the comparison deals only with dependent employment, whereas comparisons with
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the population census and annual employment estimates show that the boundaries between
dependent employment and self-employment fluctuate, depending on the source.  This work will
probably not be completed in time for the new base of national accounts.  However, in this area
in particular, a certain “technology watch” in national accounting would appear to be necessary,
especially insofar as where employment is concerned, the forms of supply and demand alike are
highly sensitive to the economic outlook.

44. With regard to the volume of hours worked, the main difficulty stems from the absence of
precise data on working hours in general government.  Undeclared workers will be quantified
using the assumptions on which the underground economy is measured for GDP.  But this
increase will not yield a significant increase in the corresponding number of hours worked:
base 80 considered that undeclared workers behaved similarly to self-employed workers,
working full-time with neither sick leave nor holidays, which led to an overestimation of the
volume of undeclared hours worked.  That choice, which was purely conventional in the absence
of statistical data on the number of undeclared workers and how long they worked, was
conducive to the analysis of underground activities as stemming essentially from illegal
enterprises.  In contrast, base 90 should attach more importance to the existence of fill-in jobs,
corresponding to a certain duality in the labour market — with the duration and terms of labour
being more closely akin to a form of involuntary part-time work.

5. New evaluations of the aggregates

GDP and final employment

45. GDP is FF 132 billion greater than in base 80, representing a rise of 1.9 per cent (see Table 1).
This increase is due to the fact that the accounts now include the overseas departments, the
expanded concept of GFCF at the expense of intermediate consumption (which affects GDP
either directly or, for general government, via fixed capital consumption), and changes to the
way rents are estimated (see below).  Were it not for these increase factors, GDP would be
adjusted slightly downward on account of household consumption.

Table 1
Comparison with Base 80 of GDP and Final Employment

1992, FF billion

Base 80 Base 95 % Variance

GDP 6999 7131 +1.9
Final consumption 5529 5599 +1.3
Gross capital formation 1376 1485
of which total GFCF 1405 1490 +6.0
GFCF of non-financial companies and individual
enterprises

 782  838 +7.2

General government GFCF  242  262 +8.1
Household GFCF  356  345 -3.2
of which change in stocks   -29   -11 + FF 18 bn
Exports 1588 1524 -4.0
Imports 1494 1477 -1.1
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46. The rise in final consumption amounts to 1.3 per cent, corresponding roughly to the contribution
of the overseas departments.  The two components (household consumption and that of general
government) cannot readily be examined separately because the concepts have changed.  It is
however possible to compare extended base 80 consumption with effective household
consumption which, in addition to household consumption, incorporates individually attributable
government consumption (see Table 2).  It then turns out that effective consumption exceeds
extended base 80 consumption by only 0.5 per cent, whereas collective government consumption
(the complement) has been revised by 4.3 per cent.  This significant increase comes from a new
breakdown between individually attributable and collective consumption for government
expenditure on education and social welfare.

47. The rise in effective household consumption is therefore less than the contribution of the
overseas departments, which was the equivalent of 1.5 per cent of the consumption of mainland
French households in base 80.  Keeping geographic scope constant, this consumption was
revised downward by about one percentage point.  Moreover, the decrease is significantly
sharper without the substantial upward revision of housing services (approximately
FF 70 billion, excluding DOMs).  The need to attach priority to the continuity of series having
the same base precluded incorporation of the results of the 1988 and 1992 surveys, thus creating
a large discrepancy with the satellite account at the end of the base period.  The base change, by
reconsidering the level of rents, therefore affords an opportunity to re-establish consistency with
the satellite account, based on all of the available housing surveys.  Moreover, the fact that
estimated rents for persons housed at no charge are henceforth included in “real” rents explains
why the revision of imputed rents (some FF 30 billion) was less than that of real rents (about
FF 50 billion) and not vice versa.

48. To focus solely on the idea of household consumption expenditure, it would appear that the
slight rise (excluding DOMs) is due to the reassessment of rents.  Apart from housing services,
the decrease relative to base 80 was necessitated by the way value added was assigned to sectoral
accounts.  But these choices confirmed the notion that base 80 household consumption was
somewhat overestimated in comparison with the information available in the surveys.  For
example, French accounts tend more than most others in Europe to implicitly adjust family
budget surveys, and over the life of base 80 they showed a comparable, yet slightly greater, trend
than these successive surveys would have shown.

Table 2
Comparison with Base 80 of Household Consumption

1992, FF billion

Base 80

Final household consumption 4189
Individually attributable government consumption  692
Extended public consumption (1) 4881

Base 95

Household consumption expenditure 3919
Individually attributable government consumption  986
Effective household consumption (2) 4905

Differential (2) - (1) +24
(+0.5%)
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49. At product level, food consumption was revised downward, by over FF 30 billion, because of an
adjustment to meat and milk consumption.  Energy consumption was also down as a result of
fuel (by some FF 15 billion).  Among manufactured products, consumption of textiles and
clothing was revised substantially downward (by nearly FF 30 billion), as was printing and
publishing (by some FF 10 billion).  But these decreases were offset by an upward revision to
automobile consumption, in respect of used cars in particular.  Inter alia, it was possible to make
an estimate of corporate sales to households (neglected in base 80).  In all, household
consumption of manufactured products dipped only moderately (by some FF 20 billion, or less
than 2 per cent).

50. With total effective consumption (including DOMs) increasing very slightly, these various
decreases are offset by a rise of FF 100 billion (or just under 4 per cent) in services.  However,
the overall figure masks sharp contrasts: housing services (see above) have been revised sharply
upwards, as have financial services and insurance (by more than FF 30 billion for the two sectors
combined) and recreational and cultural activities.  However, other items incurred substantial
drops, such as consumption of education (by more than FF 40 billion) and social welfare (by
over FF 30 billion), as explained above.

51. GFCF was adjusted significantly upwards (by 6 per cent).  Adding to the incorporation of the
DOMs was the addition of new GFCF assets (software, audiovisual products and prospecting)
and the inclusion in GFCF of a portion of defence procurement.  These items (accounting for
some FF 60 billion), which correspond to about 70 per cent of the aggregate rise in GFCF,
explain the rise in GFCF for government (up 8 per cent) and two-thirds of the 7 per cent rise in
respect of non-financial companies and individual enterprises.  Regarding the latter, the
broadening of the coverage in terms of institutional sector explains the major part of the residual
difference (reclassification of "comités d'entreprises" from NPISH to non-financial corporations
and of local public enterprises - such as local water authorities - from general government to non-
financial corporations).  With scope and definition unchanged, the upward revision of GFCF in
respect of subsidised housing, real estate promotion and electrical equipment leads to a revision
that, on the whole, is oriented downward in respect of other products.  It should be pointed out
here that GFCF in respect of real estate promotion, which is identified as such in the new base,
was incorporated into the relevant buildings in base 80 — although this conceptual modification
in itself caused no overall change in GFCF.  Lastly, household GFCF was revised slightly
downward in conjunction with efforts to restore consistency between the central framework and
the satellite account for housing.

52. The differential in the foreign trade balance stems above all from the incorporation of the DOMs.
The decline in exports and rise in imports lead to a significant drop in the trade surplus, which
has been cut in half (to FF 47 billion, versus FF 94 billion in base 80).  Moreover, the switch-
over from a CIF-FOB valuation (for goods) to a FOB-FOB system accentuated the decline in
exports and limited the rise in imports, having no impact on the balance (see item 2).  In all, with
the CIF-FOB shift offset, exports were reduced by some FF 50 billion while imports remained
stable.

53. Lastly, fluctuations in inventories have been revised upward by FF 18 billion, which does not
alter the finding that stocks have been slightly drawn down.
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Value added by industry

54. As a rule, it is awkward to make comparisons of value added by industry between base 80 and
the new base, due to nomenclature problems and conceptual issues alike.  However, these issues
are fairly circumscribed: for example, the shift to value added in basic prices (instead of market
prices) makes a substantial impact in only a handful of industries, such as energy, trade and
agriculture, for which taxes (other than VAT) and subsidies on products are heavy.  The impact
of the change in nomenclature is lessened if the focus is put on selected major industries.

55. Table 3 compares the structure of value added (excluding non-disaggregated financial services)
as it appears in the accounts of both bases (without conceptual adjustment).  The salient features
are the rise in the relative value added of market non-financial services (up 2.9 points) and the
drop in that of trade (down 2.5 points) and energy (down 1.2 points), which loses 30 per cent of
its “market share”.  On a more modest scale, there is a rise for construction and financial
services.  Manufacturing industry’s share of value added is down slightly.

56. Table 4 goes beyond this approach, comparing the levels of value added before (columns 1
and 2) and, especially, after (column 4) adjustment for taxes and subsidies on products paid for
by the various industries.

57. Value added in trade has been lowered by more than FF 170 billion.  Even taking into account
the fact that the shift to base prices provides a partial explanation (the trade sector pays a large
share of the taxes on tobacco and petroleum products), the residual differential comes to roughly
FF 100 billion.  This revision corrects a deficiency in base 80, and the improvements in the
evaluation of trading margins have already been pointed out.  Here is where this correction takes
shape: since the early 1980s, the rise in large chain stores combined with expanded competition
in a context of price liberalisation brought about a narrowing of trading margins.  However, this
reduction was always difficult to measure, and base 80 tended to reason in terms of constant
margins.  The change in the treatment of the VAT differential (see 3) may also have contributed
to the downward revision insofar as a smaller portion of it was apportioned to trade production.

Table 3
Structure of Value Added 1992
(excluding fictitious unit branch)

Base 80 Base 95

Agriculture 2.9% 3.2%

Agri-food 2.8% 2.8%

Manufacturing 16.9% 16.1%

Energy  4.1%  2.9 %

Construction  5.4%  6.1%

Trade 12.9% 10.4%

Non-financial market services 33.6% 36.5%

of which:  real estate rents 9.0% 10.3%

Financial services  4.5% 5.0%

Non-market services 17.0% 17.0%

Note:  The structures were calculated here without adjustments involving conceptual changes or the shift
to base prices.  The major sectors considered correspond to the following items:
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Agriculture U01 EA

Agri-food U02 EB

Manufacturing U04 to U06 EC to EF

Energy U03 EG

Construction U07 EH

Trade U08+T29+S66 EJ

Non-financial market services U09 to U11 - T29 - S66 EK+EMtoEQ-GN4b-GP2b -
GP32-GQ1b-GQ2b-GQ2e

of which:  real estate rents U11 FM2

Financial services U12+U13 EL

Non-market services U14 ER+GN4b+GP2b+GB32+
GQ1b+GQ2b+GQ2e

58. In contrast, non-financial market services were revalued sharply upward (by just under
FF 200 billion, incorporating the shift to basic prices), with real estate rents alone (see change in
the evaluation of housing rents, above) accounting for just under half of the differential.  Among
the other factors contributing to the increase in the value added of market services, it was
emphasised above that the effect of the conceptual alteration in the treatment of research carried
out by other industries (on their own behalf or for sale) was to shift value added to market
research, the amount involved being some FF 60 billion.  Changes in the border between market
and non-market activities (see below) also generate a slight rise in market services.  The residual
increase is between FF 40 and 50 billion, but problems arising from changes in nomenclature
make it fairly difficult to examine differentials within services. Moreover, despite such increases
some industries have been revised slightly downward, on the basis of data from the sectoral
accounts, after assignment by industry. Two examples are transport and hotels-cafés-restaurants.

59. These sectoral accounts also prompted upward revisions for construction (about FF 50 billion)
and financial services, including insurance (by some FF 40 billion), whereas manufacturing went
the other way.  Energy’s sharp drop is due entirely to the shift to basic prices.  Lastly, the slight
reduction in value added for non-market services is due to the reclassification of some of these
services (e.g. works councils and retirement homes) as market activities.

Table 4
1992 Value Added in FF billion

Comparison Between the Two Bases

Base 80 Base 95 Taxes/subsidie
s on Base 95

products

Differential
Base 95 in

prod prices -
base 80

Agriculture  198  216 -27  -9
Agri-food  191  185  11   5
Manufacturing 1137 1079   5 -53
Energy  273  195  82   3
Construction  363  406   6  49
Trade  867  693  76 -98
Non-financial market services 2264 2442   1 194
of which:  real estate rents  605  691 -4  82
Financial services  304  332  15  43
Non-market services 1146 1136   0 -10
FISIM -275 -269   0   6
TOTAL 6468 6413 183 128

Note:  The industry definitions are identical to those of Table  3.


